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President’s Report
The Saturday boys came out on top with 8½ wins from 16 games, just enough to pass. The Sunday
men were 2 from 6, just a little under. Burkie’s 6 Blues racked up their 2nd win of the season beating
the Bears at Hislop – always a tough task. All our other 6s are developing nicely and a few future
stars are emerging. The 7 Whites broke their duck with a comprehensive win over Moorebank, the 8
Greens had to settle for a draw (but they’re still undefeated!) while the 8 Blues won by 2 against
Moorebank for their 2nd win of the season. Both our 9s had great wins at home - the 9-3s over the
Tigers (which many good judges are telling me will be the grand final!) while the 9-1s smashed
Berala. Our 12s continued on their winning way while Macca’s 13s got their mojo back with a big
win over the Bulls. Marto’s 13s continue to be the surprise packet scoring another win to take their
record to 2 wins and a draw – not bad given 5 of the players are eligible for the 12s!
Our 14s got Sunday off to a great start by putting on one of their best displays for a couple of years
to beat the previously undefeated Dundas Shamrocks - They are now 3 from 4. The A Reserves had
a tougher game against Eagle Vale but got the bickies while the rest of the sides 15s, 16s, 19s and A
grade all tried hard but never got the cash. Numbers at training continue to be great for our senior
sides and this will hold all senior teams in good stead for later in the season – stay strong.
This weekend
On Sunday we have 5 games in a row featuring Saints sides. This is the first season for a very long
while where this has happened so for our Saturday players, get Dad to bring you down and see how
the big boys go. All games should be close so some extra support could be all that’s needed to get
our boys over the line.
Go the Saints
John Grealy
ST CHRISTOPHER’S
JUNIOR RUGBY
LEAGUE CLUB
Home Ground:
Bill Delauney Reserve
Cnr The River Rd & Henry Lawson Dr
PICNIC POINT, NSW

PO Box 26, PANANIA, NSW 2213

Phone: 9773-3308 (Club House)
Website: www.stchristophers.com.au
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Round 4 Results
Team

Opposition

Venue

Result

For

Against

6 Gold

Moorebank

Hammondville Oval

Lost

8

24

6 White

St Johns

Begnall Oval

Lost

8

32

Berala

Peter Hislop

Won

16

10

7 Green

St Johns

Begnall Oval

Lost

4

32

7 White

Moorebank

Hammondville Oval

Won

38

4

7 Blue

Greenacre

Bill Delauney

Lost

6

30

8 Green

Berala

Bill Delauney

Drew

22

22

8 White

Sports

Steve Folkes

Lost

20

36

8 Blue

Moorebank

Hammondville Oval

Won

22

20

9.3

Greenacre

Bill Delauney

Won

14

4

9.1

Berala

Bill Delauney

Won

32

0

10.1

Chester Hill

Terry Lamb Complex

Lost

12

38

11.1

St Johns

Bill Delauney

Lost

6

34

12.2

Sports

Bill Delauney

Won

50

0

13.2R

Bulls

Bill Delauney

Won

42

4

13.2Y

Milperra Colts

Killara Reserve

Won

26

14

14.2

Dundas

St Patricks College

Won

16

0

15.1

South Eastern

Pioneers Park

Lost

4

40

16.1

Bulls

Guilfoyle Park

Lost

6

42

19.1

Hurstville

Beverly Hills Park

Lost

8

16

A Res

Eaglevale St Andrews

Hammondville Oval

Won

30

20

Hammondville Oval

Lost

14

32

6 Blue

A Grade Bass Hill
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Under 6 Gold ~ Lost 8-24 v Moorebank
Under 6 White ~ Lost 8-32 v St Johns
Although the scoreline doesn’t indicate it, this was a much improved
effort by the boys. As the game progressed our boys warmed to the
task and improved with each third. St Johns scored early but Saints
soon replied with Brodie Jay charging through the middle to score a
great try. Some great defence prevented the score from really blowing
out. Jake made a great try saving tackle while the boys started to work
together in defence stemming the flow of tries. Lachlan never stopped
trying pushing the opposition all the way. Alexander made some great
tackles and runs while Aaron, Brodie K, Khoda, Ethan and Jamal all
made a great contribution with their running, whilst Cooper finished off
with a late try. A great effort boys, let’s get to training and keep up the
good work.

Under 6 White

Under 6 Blue ~ Won 16-10 v Berala
We had a depleted side due to school holidays so we asked for the
assistance of Noah Weir from the 6/2’s who fitted in well. He had a
great game with brilliant tackles and runs that were just short of tries.
Thankyou Noah. Lachlan opened our scoring with a nice run which
was followed with another try shortly after. Lucas also scored a double
for the game and his tackling was effective as always. Patrick topped
the tackle count, with again text book style precision. Max played a
great role at first receiver and was never worried about the bigger
opponents. Likewise Kristian held his own and was always having a go.
Zac’s first game for the season was a good performance and I am sure
his presence at training now will only improve this. Eddie’s passion for
moving up in the line again was exceptional and put the attack at bay.
Rhys was our deserving Man of the Match with great runs but
especially his improvement in tackling which was really good to see.
Well done. MOM – Rhys Gitsham Encouragement – Noah Weir
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Under 7 Green ~ Lost 32-4 v St Johns
We travelled to Begnall Oval in round 3 to take on a strong St Johns.
The boys did well in round 3 improving in several key areas but sadly
suffered a second consecutive loss going down 32-4. The boys did very
well for only 7 players but thanks to Lachlan and Brodie from under 6
White for making up the numbers. Green’s attack was smoother and
had more running this game with several attacking raids coming close
to points. While defence was improved with a couple of tries coming
off dropped balls making the score line a bit more one sided than the
effort showed. All in all a great improvement but with some more
training, a win won’t be far away.
Man of the Match trophy was awarded to Lucas for his effort in both
attack and defence while Nash picked up the encouragement award
for his great work and improved running.

Under 7 White~Won 38-4 v Moorebank
After having a great week at training and a wash out the previous
week, the boys turned up ready to play Moorebank walking away
with a 38-14 convincing win. It all started from the hard warm up they
gave. Our tackling was definitely a huge improvement from previous
weeks with all the boys tackling properly and hard and on numerous
occasions, saving tries right before the line and putting the opposition
into touch. As a team, we scored 8 tries and kicked 3 goals. We played
as a team and the boys drew on each other’s confidence and
enthusiasm to finish the game off. Super effort to Zach Maarbani who
was not 100% well but played his heart out, well done mate! I know
coach Raish was really proud of the boys and all their hard work is
paying off. Well done boys, let’s keep up the great work!!!!!!!!

Under 7 Blue ~ Lost 6-30 v Greenacre
Under 8 Green ~ Drew 22-22 v Bears
The U8 green's played their toughest match yet, they were in front until
the final minute with the opposition scoring right on the final siren,
resulting in a 22 all draw. The whole team are showing real
improvement in both defence and attack. Man of the match went to
Hussein who was solid in both defence and attack, with some very solid
runs and some
great tackles. Nouredeen made several try saving tackles coming flying
across the field. Adam showed some real speed in attack taking the ball
up close to the line several times. Tarley scored 2 tries and 1
conversion, while Ryan and Matthew both got a try and conversion.

Under 8 White ~ Lost 20-36 v Sports
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Under 8 Blue ~ Won 22-20 v Moorebank
We always knew it was going to be a hard match against our bogey side the Moorebank Rams. It’s always a
close game with them just beating us, and very rarely us beating them, but the coaching staff of Tim, Charlie
& Mark tried to instil confidence and faith into the boys!
After the first third the score was 8-6 Moorebank’s way, but then the second third, after a good pep up from
the coach and trainers, got us going. We defended really well and some awesome cover tackles by Evan
Anderson, as well as another by Jack Zanbaka, Hayden Swibel & Ryan Klem, kept them scoreless and we went
to the next break, up 16-8. The final third is where we had to keep our stamina, and that we did… Just!!! We
won the game 22-20.
Kian Boyne scored a great runaway try, breaking their line in our own 20,
and bolting away graciously. Peter Assaf, who has scored at least one try
each week for us also broke their line and scored. Owen Millar, ran the
ball with determination, showing his skills, and tackled his heart out.
Sean Amy almost crossed the line with a little dart from dummy half but
was kept inches from the line. Toto’a Lynch, was solid as usual with his hard
running and awesome tackling, also getting a try. Oscar Moseley, the bull,
found his size and speed menacing to the opposition, and when we’re down
near their line, just know that if the Bull is charging, look out!!!
Tries: Kian Boyne, Peter Assaf, Oscar Moseley, Toto’a Lynch
Goals: Kian Boyne, Ryan Klem, Peter Assaf

Under 9.3 ~ Won 14-4 v Greenacre
After a washed out week and ONLY 30 minutes of competition football this year the team was keen to show off the hard
work they have been putting in each week at training and put our structure to the test. We started well and our defence
was awesome, putting a lot of pressure on their attack, with everyone keen to get involved after some 2 man tackling
practice during the week. Jarrod picked up any lose balls and made some good metres on the zero tackle with some
darting and stepping runs and stayed busy in defence. In attack we were a little too keen to throw the ball. It was great to
see them throw it around, but if we can just wait until the later tackles and/or some better field position than our own
quarter.
Harry and Saadi had big games with some strong running hit ups up the middle and continued to wrestle the Tigers to the
ground in defence. Marcus and Tommy were our workhorses and stayed very busy in attack and defence, with Thomas,
Jesse and Bianca tackling everything that moved with PJ, Ryan and Ky shutting down anyone that got away. Our line was
good, but we can improve on our talk and moving up. Our outside backs proved a handful with Jesse and Bianca getting
great service from Ky and making plenty of metres with strong, stepping and swerving runs, but it was Ryan(the new boy)
who stood up and scored a long 60m try showing speed and a good fend. Thomas kept us organised in attack calling the
plays and first receiver and our defence remained solid when under pressure on our on line to keep them out for the rest
of the first half for a 4 - 0 lead at the break.
At half time Steve, Henri and Liam were injected into the game, with Steve showing the team how to do it with some
strong runs up the middle keeping his legs pumping, carrying players with him. Henri followed suit and made a number of
line breaks. Ryan again decided it was try time and showed too much speed to run wide and get around the Tigers for his
second try, with Henri (our AFL convert) kicking the goal to lead 10 – 0. From the following kick off we again were
attacking the line when Liam, after some great runs, crossed the line only to be denied a try for a dead in goal ruling. We
had a short lapse in defence and they broke through our line only to be cut down with a great chase by Liam. From there
our defence didn’t recover and they scored shortly after to make it 10 – 4.
We stuck to the game plan and completed our sets well and Henri would not be denied a try, crashing over for his second
in as many games. It was a promising win to make it 2 from 2 plus a forfeit, and we have plenty of improvement to make in
our timing, backline movement and speed of the play the ball. We are all looking forward to aiming up against the
undefeated Rhinos A Team, that are also undefeated. Bring it on!!!
Tries – Ryan x 2, Henri x 1
Goals – Henri
Mans of the Match – Jesse , Encouragement AWARD – Ryan, Defensive AWARD - Marcus
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Under 9.1 ~ Won 32-0 v Berala
After the washout in round 3, we finally got to play at home this week and we put on a dominating performance with the
boys putting on some of the plays that they have been working on at training.
We started the game with Ricardo kicking off with a deep kick that was recovered by Berala near their try line. Our speed in
defence was good from the first whistle till the final whistle with all the boys moving up in a straight line. After dominating
the field position Jared got an early try to start the scoring at 4 – 0 after good runs from Ricardo, Luke and Zack. We got
another try in the next set after the kick off with Jordan finishing a good run with points and Bailey picking up the extras we
were in front 10 -0. In defence Alex and Isaac were holding the line on the wings and Zac, Jack and Bailey were working
hard in defence. About midway through the half Ricardo stormed over and converted to give us a commanding 16 – 0 lead
which reflected the dominance our defence platform had provided. Towards the end of the half Kaled scored a converted
try to give us the half time score of 22 – 0.
Berala got us underway in the second half and they were determined to get back into the game. However the boys dug
deep and weathered the storm with some excellent defence in this half, particularly on the try line, where we held out
Berala on several occasions. There was great work from Jared, Sean, Isaac, Bailey and Zac who always seemed to get there
in defence. When we had the ball Vincent, Ricardo, Blake and Jack made some good runs. After a solid set Zack took
advantage of the Berala back pedalling defence and extended the lead to 26 – 0 with a good try. As the clock wound down
Kaled’s efforts in the game were rewarded with another try and with Zack converting rounded out the scoring on the bell 32
– 0.
This game was won and controlled on the back of a great effort in defence and it was pleasing to see all the boys do the
small things that win games, everyone moving up in defence, we were there supporting runners in attack and there were
some great try line heroics in this game. As we dominated at the advantage line we were also able to put on some great
plays with Jared taking the line on and putting the runners through some good holes, which is what the boys have been
learning at training. This game showed a glimpse of the boy’s potential and we look forward to our next game. GO THE
SAINTS.
Tries: Jared, Jordan, Kaled X 2, Ricardo, Zack
Goop Guys M.O.M: Zac

Goals: Bailey, Kaled, Ricardo, Zack
ENC: Zack

Under 10.1 ~ Lost 12-38 v Chester Hill
We fancied our chances against Cheso as they, like us, had been on the wrong side of some
big score lines this year. We let them get away to an early lead by not moving up in defence
and committing to tackles. As with previous weeks, we are being wrong-footed by side
stepping runners. When we did get the ball our set completions were quite good. We worked
the ball away from our own line effectively and enjoyed some rare success with a couple of
our attacking raids on their line.
Michael organised the team well from half back and really led in defence. Hayden was safe as
always in the ruck and busy in defence. Braidon had plenty of strong runs and was solid in
defence. Billy had a great impact of the bench, putting some extra starch into our defence,
and Johnno also stepped-up after a short spell on the bench. The outside backs had limited
chances, but Nicolas picked-up a try through a good kick-chase near their line. He then
enjoyed success with his first attempt at conversion. It was good to see practice paying off.
Our player of the match was a toss-up between Ethan and Alex. Alex played his typical
captain’s game, making good inroads with every run, leading the tackle count and slowingdown their play the ball effectively. Ethan used his speed to show some good cover defence
and his kicking game was very effective, leading to two tries. Well done to both of you.
Tries: Ethan (1) and Nicolas (1)
Goals: Ethan (1) and Nicolas (1)
MOM: Ethan
Encouragement Award: Nicolas
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Under 11.1 ~ Lost 6-34 v St Johns
After being rained out the previous week I was expecting the boys to
be keen for a hit out, especially being at home. We faced St Johns,
who up until Saturday had not won a game, whereas we were
undefeated. But, as is often the case the underdog turned up to play
and the favourites didn’t. They kicked off and put the ball dead, we
gave them the ball back and they scored. From there it was all uphill
for us for the rest of the match. The whole first half was played down
our end, we couldn’t complete a set or get out of our end. Forced by
our own errors we scrambled in defence for most, if not all of the first
half. Instead of taking the battle to St Johns all we did was hang on.
The only time we got near their tryline we scored, in the last minute
before half time. 6 all at the break.
The second half opened with St Johns playing the way I wanted our
boys to, full of go forward, confidence and a willingness to work hard.
The tries came in a steady procession. We couldn’t stem the flow of
possession they had. The boys tried hard, but the amount of defence
they had to do left them with little energy or will in attack. A
disappointing loss, but, a learning experience for them. Winning
doesn’t just happen – it takes a lot of hard work and desire, hopefully
they realise that and we can move on.

Under 12.2 ~ Won 50-0 v Sports
At home on a great Saturday afternoon and looking at keeping our
winning streak alive. the team were very keen to get out and play
footy, having missed out playing last weekend, due to rain. At
training throughout the week we talked a lot about how the boys
needed to be hitting the ball up harder and straighter and this
week’s game would give us that chance to try it out. There had been
changes in our comp with Div 2 & Div 3 being consolidated into one
competition. This had us playing Bankstown Sports again after we
beat them in Round 1. This time though it was a different version of
their first team and they played with more purpose. The game
wasn’t as one sided as last time and the boys had to work hard to
score their tries but our goal kicking was holding us back. The score
line at half time was 26-0. The second half we mixed up the team
quite a bit and tried everyone in different roles than what they are
used to, and looked to put them to the sword and finish the game
well. With seconds left on the clock we scored the last try to get us
to 50-0 and for the third time this season we didn’t let a try in. It was
hard to find a Man of the Match as everyone played well and did
their roles to the best of their ability, but the Coach wanted to see
someone who had listened in training and put into practice in the
game and that led to our, Man of the Match Billy Ryan.
Trys: Jarrad Crawford x 3, Joshua Fuller x 2, Dean Gazilas, Kueva
Lynch, Vincent Quintal, Jordan Raish, Cameron Riley, Billy Ryan.
Goals: Jarrad Crawford, Dean Gazilas, Camille Sleiman.
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Under 13.2R ~ Won 42-4 v Bulls
We were able to come up with our first win of the season to
get us back on track and give us some much needed
confidence. It didn’t start real well letting the first try in, but
once we got some rhythm up we started eating up the metres
and scoring some good tries. Stu and Jayden. K were great up
front but are in danger of getting kicked out of the front
rowers club scoring 2 tries each as they caused headaches
throughout the game. They were well backed up by Blake.L
and Pat in the middle. Jaidin.O was always dangerous from
dummy half while both Luke and Josh set up the play for the
team and were very solid in defence. Big thanks to Blake.W
and Cam playing up from the U/12s giving us some extra
numbers. Everyone played well all getting involved but we still
have a lot of improvement to go and with some hard work we
will get there. Keep it up guys.

Under 13.2Y ~ Won 26-14 v Milperra
The boys were up against Milperra Colts this week, and really
played well as a team from the opening whistle. It was a very
strong performance and we proved that we can be a
competitive team. This is our second win from three matches
and this win will increase the team's confidence.
Cooper Ellison led well as captain and was well supported by
Reda Osman and the forwards. Our defence was great and
every time we had possession our attack was sharp.
A lot of credit goes to our coaching staff who are led by super
coach James Martin. Keep up the good work guys!!!
Man of the Match: Cooper Ellison
Tries: R.Osman X 2, A.Karnold, A.Elabass, S.Unwin
Goals: J.Barnes X 3

Under 14.2 ~ Won 16-0 v Dundas
The Supercoach Reardo was happy to watch the boys demonstrate so much that has been worked on at
training. The individuals took things on themselves to call the plays and at times we had everyone in motion,
both sides of the ruck, just like we have been discussing at training. The simple pure enjoyment from within
the boys when we scored, is why each of them come to training each week, and was terrific to watch as their
parents.
More wins await this team if they play to their ability and learn/improve at training.
Our defence was outstanding, and a major improvement on previous games/seasons. We were able to hold
them to 0, and held them up over the line countless times. This alone shows the commitment in this group of
boys to compete, and as this grows we will be a force in this comp.
Tries: Anthony Maric 2, Jack Ryan 1
Goals Luke Reardon 2
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Thank-you to Suncorp for their generous
donation of $1500 kindly arranged by Lee
Donovan (12.2’s and 15.1’s) for the purchase of
new equipment for our club.

Under 15.1 ~ Lost 4-40 v South Eastern
On the road again to Malabar to face South Eastern who were
assisted by a strong breeze and a downhill run in the first half. The
opposition got out to an early lead of 16-0 before we got some
possession. Unfortunately just as we started to gain momentum two
of our forwards sustained injuries – one knocked out with
subsequent concussion and the other with a broken ankle. Into the
second half with the breeze at our backs we got some points on the
board and the score was 4-20 but it all went downhill from there.
However there were positives: we had several players in new
positions who will improve over the coming weeks and we were
able to slow the play the ball down.

Under 16.1 ~ Lost 6-42 v Bankstown Bulls
Almost at full strength and still a bit disjointed, the Bulls put on
some easy points up the middle in the first half, leaving us trailing 30
nil at half time. However, the second half was a massive turn around
and we started to play the footy we are capable of playing. Some
much better defence held them to 2 second half tries and we put 1
on them ourselves. We can certainly can build from this and look
forward to some wins around the corner. Well done boys.

Under 19.1 ~ Lost 8-16 v Hurstville United
For fine quality meats:

RICHARDS
QUALITY MEATS
16 Selems Parade, Revesby
Ph 9773-7386

A Reserve ~ Won 30-20 v Eaglevale
A Grade ~ Lost 14-32 v Bass Hill Broncos

River Road Express
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This Week’s Games
Saturday 4th May
6 Gold
6 White
6 Blue
7 Green
7 White
7 Blue
8 Green
8 White
8 Blue
U9.3
U9.1
U10.1
U11.1
U12.2
U13.2R
U13.2Y

9.00
9.00
9.40
10.20
10.20
9.40
11.00
11.00
11.00
11.40
12.00
12.30
11.20
12.20
12.10
1.20

St Johns R
Dragons
Greenacre
Moorebank
East Hills
Bulls
Sports
Auburn Warriors
Dragons
Rhinos
Moorebank
Moorebank
Milperra
Berala Bears R
Chester Hill R
St Johns

Bill Delauney
Bill Delauney
Bill Delauney
Bill Delauney
Bill Delauney
Ruse Park
Steve Folkes Reserve
Bill Delauney
Bill Delauney
Bill Delauney
Hammondville Oval
Bill Delauney
Killara Reserve
Peter Hislop Park
Terry Lamb Complex
Bill Delauney

Sunday 5th May
U14.2
U15.1
U16.1
U19.1
A Res
A Grade

10.15
11.20
12.30
1.45
1.30
3.00

Berala Bears
Mascot
Dragons
Rhinos
Ingleburn Bulldogs
Dragons

Bill Delauney
Bill Delauney
Bill Delauney
Bill Delauney
Milton Park (Warren Ritchie Oval)

Bill Delauney
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Raffle Winners
$50 Voucher from Richards Quality Meats - Steve Mayoh
Meat Trays - Scott Simpson and Scott Whyte

Joker Jackpot - $1,080.
Drawn 6:30 on Friday at Revesby Pacific Hotel.

Raffle Roster
Friday 3rd May:
Joker Draw raffle at Revesby Pacific Hotel
from 5:30-7:00 ~ Under 14s.

Saturday 4th May

 (a) Revesby Pacific Hotel ~ Meat Tray raffles
from 3:30-5:30 ~ Under 11s.
 (b) Panania Diggers ~ Meat Tray raffles
from 3:30-5:30 ~ Under 6s.

Social Events ~ Save the dates!
Annual Golf Day
th

Friday, 24 May – Royal Georges River.

Annual Ball
th

Friday, 7 June at the Vaudeville – Long weekend – no football.
A must do on the social calendar!!!!!

Kids Disco
th

Sunday, 9 June – Panania Diggers Auditorium.
Watch this space!

